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The smoking guns of Wamberal Beach seawall manipulation report – 19 September 2023 
 

All this drives a push for poorly considered flawed decisions. The media sensation becomes 

so thick that outsiders watching the news would think the entire community backs the calls 

for fortification to protect the poor beachfront homeowners. This has been the case at 

Wamberal, where seawall talk gets traction whenever a severe storm arrives, taking sand. 

Reactive media sensationalism oils a political agenda to fortify the beach and quietly push 

the problem further along the beach, or to fortify the privileged homes without regard for the 

impact such fortification would have on beach amenity. This situation has been at play at 

Wamberal Beach for some time and is best described by D Lord and T Macdonald’s in their 

paper “Managing Wamberal Beach - The Forgotten Twin” presented to the NSW Coastal 

Conference in 2016.  

“Many things remain undone. Through the inability to implement forward planning 

that is cognisant of the changing coastal risks, we have failed to minimise the 

increase in assets at risk at present and into the future, not just at Collaroy and 

Wamberal but right along the NSW coast. We have had limited success in 

implementing strategies to address the known hazards over many years, lengthening 

rather than reducing the list of “hotspots” along the coast. We have increased 

reliance on emergency response, rather than pursuing sound planning and 

development controls to minimise impacts on both development and the natural 

beach environment. This is becoming the management approach of first resort, 

subsequently facilitating ill-considered and localised protection options to be 

constructed during and post storm. Such works, which may only provide temporary 

relief, can transfer adverse impacts alongshore and likely increase risk to beach 

users. 

A longer-term view to Coastal Zone Management is required. As reliance on 

emergency response increases, some areas may no longer be suitable for their 

current use. Alternatively, their large-scale protection may result in loss of the beach 

amenity along significant sections of the developed coast and foster a divided 

community response to funding and land use. It is an opportune time to rethink our 

past responses and reflect on the direction of coastal management. Do we want to 

continue increasing expenditure, resource commitment and community angst 

associated with “unforeseen disasters” and increasing “emergency” management? 

Or are holistic, longer-term strategies feasible and if so, what is blocking them? 

Refer to the Attachment 1 “The Forgotten Twin”. 

 

Why is it that after all those decades, Council, under administration only last year, 2022, 

finally resolved to build a seawall? Part of the answer appears to be a dubious Gosford City 

Council (GCC) draft Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP). A draft copy of the Plan was 

used to try to win a court case, Dunford v Gosford City Council.” 

Abuse of the CZMP 

A CZMP is a management plan enacted under the Coastal Protection Act 1979. The Gosford 
City Council Gosford Beaches CZMP’s Executive Summary states the purpose, objective, 
guidelines, principal, consultation process of developing a CZMP. A resolution was passed 
by Gosford City Council on 26 April 2017 for the Draft CZMP to be submitted for certification. 
Words that are significant to actions pursued after certification which are discussed in this 
report are italicised. The actions in the CZMP relevant to this 2023 Inquiry submission are:  

- TW11 Terminal protection – Council’s action to review the design and funding of a 
terminal protection structure (TPS) for Wamberal 
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- TW14 Council’s action to investigate sources of sand and feasibility of beach 
nourishment for Wamberal Beach 

- TW15 Beach nourishment coupled with a terminal revetment to increase buffer against 
storm erosion. 

Refer to attachment 2 & 3 Worley Parsons Gosford City Council Gosford Beaches CZMP 
Wamberal Beach Executive Summary and Wamberal Actions. 

We have learned from Angus Gordon OAM, a former member of the NSW Coastal Panel 
who was involved in drafting and implementation of the 1979 NSW Coastal Protection Act, 
that due to changes in the coastal management legislation about 20 years ago, NSW 
Government no longer scrutinised or approved actual CZMP actions, it only certified that 
correct steps were followed in the CZMP’s development. Where the NSW Coastal Panel had 
to previously approve the actual actions in the CZMP, that was no longer required, MR 
Gordon advised that this change was made so no future liability stemming from a CZMP 
could fall on the NSW Government. 

The following Gosford City Council Minutes from 2017 resolve to submit the CZMP to the 
Minister for certification. 

  

 

On 2 June 2017 the CZMP was certified by the NSW Minister for the Environment as 
follows: 
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So, the CZMP was certified in terms of its process of development, but it was never 
approved as a course of action. The 2023 Inquiry should investigate how the certified CZMP 
has been misused for political purposes, and as we see below in the Dunford and Marchese 
cases, for court purposes to falsely assert approval of a seawall, something the CZMP never 
did. 

Can a CZMP be used to try to win a court case? 

Dunford v Gosford City Council came before the NSW Land and Environment Court on 9 
December 2014. Gosford Council had refused Esther Dunford’s Development Application to 
demolish an existing beachfront dwelling at 23B Ocean View Drive Wamberal and build a 
new one with deep concrete pylons and a basement carpark. Council refused the 
Development Application because: 

• The construction of the proposed dwelling would not sufficiently avoid or minimise the 
potential risk of coastal erosion, and  

• The proposed construction of the dwelling was not in the public interest as it would 
be impacted by coastal hazard processes resulting in property damage and loss.    

Point 36 under “Findings” in the Land and Environment Court (LEC) judgement found that: 

“The significant difference between Mr Lord (Expert Witness for Council) and Mr 
Nielsen (Expert Witness for Dunford) was whether there was a need for the 
revetment wall (or Terminal Protection Structure [TPS] as described in the draft 
CZMP). Essentially, Mr Lord maintained that there should be no development, such 
as that proposed, until the revetment wall was constructed whereas Mr Nielsen 
maintained that a dwelling could be constructed, with an appropriate design that 
would sufficiently minimise the potential risk from coastal erosion, without the 
revetment wall. In his opinion, the proposed development satisfies this test.” 

The Court’s Commissioner agreed with Nielsen that a revetment wall was not required to 
sufficiently minimise the risk from coastal erosion and Dunford’s appeal was upheld on 14 
January 2015. The house with basement garage was approved and built without seawall 
protection. 

See: Dunford v Gosford City Council [2015] NSWLEC 1016 – Barnet Jade  

 

 

https://climatecasechart.com/wp-content/uploads/non-us-case-documents/2015/20150114_2015-NSWLEC-1016_decision-1.pdf
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CZMP sham endorsement, sight unseen 

In a paper presented to the 2016 NSW Coastal Conference by P Aiken from the NSW 
Coastal Alliance, a pro-seawall lobby group, Mr Aiken suggested that Gosford Council’s draft 
CZMP was used in the Dunford court proceedings to justify Council’s refusal of the Dunford’s 
DA. Mr Aiken also suggested that Gosford Council officers asked Council’s Catchment and 
Coast Committee to quickly endorse the draft CZMP without actually seeing it, to assist 
Council in an attempt to win the Dunford case. In the paper, Mr Aiken wrote:  

“The Gosford Council Coasts Committee had been asked and agreed to endorse the 
document without actually seeing it, to assist Council. At a meeting of the committee 
just days before, Committee members were encouraged to support this request of 
Council Officers present at the meeting because it was said that funding was at risk 
due to a demand by the “Minister” that the CZMP be immediately presented for 
certification. It was the Emergency Sub-Action Plan for Wamberal Terrigal Beach that 
the Minister was demanding to be presented, not the CZMP and yet the Land and 
Environment Court believed that a draft CZMP endorsed by community 
representatives had been presented to the Court in support of Council’s defence of 
its rejection of a [Dunford] Development Application. It was impossible for this Plan to 
be legitimately endorsed by community representatives because they had not seen it 
in a completed form. As far as the committee was concerned this was simply a 
mechanism to support the provision of funding that was at risk of being withdrawn by 
the State Government because of an unrealistic timeframe for the completion of the 
CZMP.” 

In summary, the 2014 draft CZMP was rushed through Council’s Catchment Committee for 
endorsement because the Committee believed Council staff needed the CZMP endorsed for 
State funding, which was not true. The real reason the CZMP Committee endorsement was 
required was for Council to be able to use the document to try to win the Dunford case. If Mr 
Aiken is correct, a revetment wall and sand nourishment as a CZMP action for Wamberal 
was contrived and forced without the endorsing committee even seeing the document, to 
assist GCC win a Land and Environment Court case, which it lost and was also ordered to 
pay costs. Also, if Mr Aiken’s claim is correct, the court had been misled into thinking that 
community representatives had reviewed and endorsed the Plan. They had not. Members of 
the Committee had not even seen the final draft Plan. Also, as noted in Mr Aiken’s paper, the 
notion that a revetment wall was a preferred coastal management action for Wamberal is 
false and GCC building a revetment wall was, according to Council’s astounding court 
admission, just “spin”. Regarding spin, at a separate cost hearing before Justice Sheahan on 
1 May 2015, the decision of the Land and Environment Court 12 June 2015 noted comments 
by counsel for Gosford Council, Mr Fraser in Section 21 of the decision: 

“(2) the proposed revetment wall had been discussed for 25 years, but Mr Fraser 
conceded it was “all talk and no action” (Tp137, L16); (3) much of Council’s argument 
was admitted by its counsel to be “spin” (Tp142, c.f. p119)” 

According to Mr P Aiken, the 2015 CZMP was not a legitimate planning instrument and 
therefore casts doubt on the legitimacy of the certified 2017 CZMP that politicians and 
Council relied upon to build a seawall at Wamberal. 

Refer attachment 4 “Engagement and Consultation in Coastal Management” P Aiken NSW 
Coastal Alliance pages 13-14. 

Dunford now wants a seawall too! 

In 2016, the Dunford property at 23B Ocean View Drive became involved in yet another DA 
appeal before the Land and Environment Court. Also, this wouldn’t be the last time the 
dubious ‘rushed, sight-unseen, spun’ draft GCC CZMP and in particular CZMP actions for a 
Terminal Protection Structure (TPS) seawall at Wamberal Beach would be used to win a 
case in court.  
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In August 2016, Eugene Marchese lodged a DA for a seawall extending from 29 Pacific St to 
25C Ocean View Drive Wamberal (The Pacific 6). The Dunford place, 23B Ocean View 
Drive, was included in this DA even though in the 2014 Dunford case, the LEC consented to 
construction on the block without the need for a seawall, the Court judgement in the earlier 
case being that the dwelling and basement garage being constructed would withstand 
erosion and would not require seawall protection.  

The consent authority for this Pacific 6 seawall DA was the NSW Coastal Panel and 
because the Panel for some reason did not assess the DA in the required time it was 
deemed a refusal. The Pacific 6 applicants appealed the refusal in the LEC. According to 
Eugene Marchese, the named applicant for the Pacific 6, the DA was “blocked at every turn 
by the NSW Coastal Panel”.  

See “Wamberal beachfront residents ‘blocked’ again in a bid to build their own revetment 
wall” 28 June 2017 

 

Enter the CZMP to the rescue 

On 19 December 2016 Sharon Molloy Director at the Newcastle branch Of Office of 
Environment & Heritage (OEH) forwarded a letter to Prof Bruce Thom the Chair of the NSW 
Coastal Panel opposing the Pacific 6 seawall because of “end effect” damage, 
encroachment onto the public beach and sand nourishment requirements. Sharon Molloy did 
add that “OEH considers that it is far more desirable that an embayment wide design be 
prepared and implemented”.  

Refer attachment 5 Letter from Sharon Molloy Office of Environment and Heritage to 
regarding “Pacific 6” seawall DA.  

The NSW Planning Minister, Rob Stokes, is also reported in the previous Daily Telegraph 
article as saying, “he did not approve a short-term solution for Wamberal residents because 
the former Gosford Council had yet to submit a Coastal Zone Management Plan”. The 
Gosford CZMP included a whole of embayment solution (refer to Attachment 3). 

The CZMP was certified in April 2017 by Gabriel Upton, the Liberal Minister for Local 
Government from January 2017 to March 2019. In a recording of a community event 
organised by Wamberal Protection Association (WPA) pro-seawall beachfront property 
owner lobby group, a member said, “they [WPA] were fighting behind the scenes for months 
to get the CZMP certified, and if they hadn’t formed the WPA and incorporated and hadn’t 
approached pretty well everybody who had influence on the signing of the CZMP, it probably 
wouldn’t be done today” 

It is very clear from the recording that the WPA believed they were instrumental in getting 
the CZMP certified, and they had Adam Crouch’s (State MP for Terrigal) unequivocal 
support, he even made the seawall an objective for his first and second terms in office. The 
purpose of the CZMP included actions for all Gosford Council beaches from Patonga to 
Forrester’s yet the only reason the WPA, NSW Coastal Alliance (NSW CA) and Adam 
Crouch wanted the probably illegitimate CZMP certified was self-serving with their Wamberal 
Beach seawall agenda. 

Refer to Wamberal Protection Association (Wamberal beachfront property owners pro-
seawall lobby group) 2017 recording of seawall promotional event at Breakers Country Club 
Wamberal 

Time 32:00 

 

 

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/central-coast/wamberal-beachfront-residents-blocked-again-in-bid-to-build-their-own-revetment-wall/news-story/4a66da0fb39432e19de7911683c2778e
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/central-coast/wamberal-beachfront-residents-blocked-again-in-bid-to-build-their-own-revetment-wall/news-story/4a66da0fb39432e19de7911683c2778e
https://www.facebook.com/wamberalbeach/videos/365911507160914
https://www.facebook.com/wamberalbeach/videos/365911507160914
https://www.facebook.com/wamberalbeach/videos/365911507160914
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Map 1: Location of the Pacific 6 (Right hand side) 

 

 

With the Gosford Beaches CZMP now certified and after a very expensive 2016 LEC court 
battle for both the Pacific 6 and State Government’s Office of Environment and Heritage 
(OEH), the LEC ruled in June 2017 that the new consent authority for the Pacific 6 became 
Central Coast Council. The Pacific 6 relodged their DA with the newly amalgamated Central 
Coast Council.  Was this orchestrated? While the Pacific 6 were in the LEC fighting to get 
their seawall DA approved, which didn’t look like happening, the WPA, NSW CA were 
lobbying Adam Crouch MP and other NSW Liberal Government to get the CZMP certified so 
the decision to build any seawall at Wamberal beach was back with Council, and not the 
NSW State Government who would not approve the Pacific 6 DA.      
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Facebook posts from WPA pro-wall lobby group and Adam Crouch MP regarding 
certification of the CZMP and building a TPS seawall at Wamberal Beach 

 

 

Mr Crouch’s continued NSW Government push and interference in Council affairs to make a 
Wamberal Beach seawall a reality is discussed in more detail later in this submission.   

High hopes for the Marsden Jacob Associates Report 

The WPA was eager for Council to implement CZMP actions to build a seawall along 
Wamberal Beach. They were aware that Council was waiting on the release of a State 
Government funded OEH-commissioned Marsden Jacob Associates report, a Cost Benefit 
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Analysis (CBA) of eight Wamberal Beach management options, including seawall options. At 
the WPA’s 2017 event, where they incidentally were pitching to the Pacific 6 and other 
beachfront owners, they said they were eagerly anticipating the results of the report so they 
could move forward on a seawall, and they expected the Marsden Jacob Associates report 
to back a seawall.  Refer to Wamberal Protection Association (Wamberal beachfront 
property owners pro-seawall lobby group) 2017 recording of seawall promotional event at 
Breakers Country Club Wamberal 

Time 6:00 

Around that time, 17 June 2017, Mr Crouch wrote to the new Council CEO on behalf of the 
beachfront owners, directing Council to move forward with a seawall specification before the 
Marsden Jacob Associates Report was even finished. So, according to the WPA, Adam 
Crouch MP directly influenced the certification of the CZMP a couple of months earlier, and 
his letter to the Council CEO shows Mr Crouch pushing the Council CEO to start seawall 
plans, even without the findings of the Marsden Jacob Associates Report being finalised or 
published.  

Refer Attachment 6 Marsden Jacob Associates Wamberal beach management options: Cost 
benefit and distributional analysis 

 
 
When the Marsden Jacob Associates report finally arrived, it did not back any seawall 
options, it was quite the reverse. Suddenly, the Marsden Jacob Associates report was a 
thorn in the side of Adam Crouch MP, and in time, the WPA. What would happen to the 
report? 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyNIsAOyg6ll32mbtAWUqKc-yo-ODEpY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyNIsAOyg6ll32mbtAWUqKc-yo-ODEpY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fyNIsAOyg6ll32mbtAWUqKc-yo-ODEpY/view?usp=sharing
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Letter from Adam Crouch MP to Council directing them to start work on the proposed 
Wamberal Beach seawall. 

The following statement by Mr Ian Reynolds Council Administrator reveal that Council was 
awaiting the Marsden Jacob Associates CBA to make an informed decision on any CZMP 
actions for Wamberal Beach. 

See: Council’s Plan for Coastal Management in the South Certified - 4 June 2017 

 

 

New Council in the dark? 

Central Coast Council (Council) had their first Councillor elections since amalgamation in 
September 2017. On 21 June 2018 at an NSW Land and Environment Court conciliation 
conference, the Marchese v Central Coast Council case was settled by the parties making 
an agreement, not by a decision of the Court based on merit, and so the Pacific 6 appeal 
was upheld. A condition of consent of the Marchese-Council ‘Pacific 6’ settlement related to 
actions in the CZMP, namely: 

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/council/media-release/councils-plan-coastal-management-south-certified
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“6.1. If the whole-of bay seawall solution is implemented for Wamberal Beach as 
provided within Gosford Beaches CZMP, … and the removal of the proposed work is 
required due to an incompatibility of two designs then, at that time, the seawall 
approved under this development consent must be removed at the cost of the 
registered properties of the land subject of this development consent.” 

In the Court judgement by Gray C, point 4 stated: 

“In making orders to give effect to the agreement between the parties, I was not 
required to make, and have not made, any merit assessment of the issues that were 
originally in dispute between the parties.”   

Refer attachment 7 Marchese v Central Coast Council [2018] NSWLEC 1310 

The community needs to know the settlement terms that were reached between the parties 
in the LEC with the decision to uphold the appeal in favour of the DA applicant.   

The decision by the LEC for the matter to be settled is also surprising given that included in 
supporting documentation for the DA: 

“As reported in Horton Coastal Engineering “Coastal Engineering Report and of 
Environmental Effects, accompanying the 2016 Pacific 6 DA, in the Egger Case: 

“In 1987, the Supreme Court of NSW in Egger v Gosford Shire Council found 
that the protection works at 25 Pacific Street may have contributed to the loss 
of 23a Ocean View Drive in a coastal storm in 1978. As stated in the 
judgement, ‘the additional erosion due to the seawall interacting with the 
northerly moving body of water probably made the difference between the 
home remaining or collapsing”. 

Therefore, since 1987, there has been an awareness that (based on law) the 25 
Pacific Street seawall may cause an adverse impact on adjacent properties, including 
the subject properties (and indeed may have done so in the June 2016 storm). “ 

The issue of “end effects” with a seawall is referenced in law yet to avoid this impact on 
Wamberal beachfront properties that are not at risk, Central Coast Council is allowing a 
seawall to be forced on everyone and pushing the end effects to the lagoons that will sit at 
either end of the TPS and surrounding properties.  

On 4 June 2018, about two weeks before the Pacific 6 LEC case settled, CCC Mayor Jane 
Smith announced that the Office of Environment and Heritage Marsden Jacob Associates 
“Wamberal Beach Management Options: Cost Benefit and Distributional Analysis (CBA)” 
would be released and made publicly available via the Council Website.  

See: Highlights of the 4 June 2018 Council Meeting 

 

Council also announced establishment of a Working Group to investigate erosion solutions 
for Wamberal Beach. The only two community members in the group were Wamberal 
beachfront property owners.    

See: Council notes proactive release of information and the establishment of a working 
group relating to erosion at Wamberal Beach - 4 June 2018 

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/council/media-release/highlights-4-june-2018-council-meeting
https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/council/media-release/council-notes-proactive-release-information-and-establishment-working-group
https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/council/media-release/council-notes-proactive-release-information-and-establishment-working-group
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See article: COUNCIL FORMS WORKING GROUP TO TACKLE WAMBERAL EROSION 

6 June 2018 

Remarkably, the Marsden Jacob Associates report had been published ten months prior to 
these Council announcements, which raises the following very serious questions: 

1. Was release of the report supressed by the NSW State Government or Council? If so 
why and under whose instructions? Was the Report suppressed or kept away from 
Council because of the Pacific 6 Court case and/or Mr Crouch MP’s and/or Ministry 
influence and/or other reasons, and under whose instructions?  

2. How did Council obtain a copy of the report? Did Council obtain a copy of the 
Marsden Jacob report with a Government Information Public Access (GIPA) request 
on OEH? When was the Report released to Council? 

3. Noting the Report was published in August 2017, if the report was not immediately 
released to Council, why wasn’t it?  

4. Was there a situation that some in Council Management were aware of the report 
and had seen the report earlier, but not the Mayor or Councillors?  

5. What was Council’s view of the Report and was the Report discussed between 
Council and Mr Crouch MP, if so, what was discussed? 

6. Why was the report not released publicly when it was published in August 2017? 

The Marsden Jacob Associates report concluded that a TPS seawall was the worst option 
for Wamberal Beach, that a seawall, regardless of what type, delivered no public benefit. 
The Marsden Jacob Associates Report killed the idea of a TPS, yet Council used the TPS to 
settle a court case. How could Council settle the Pacific 6 case with the option of 
progressing a seawall if it was aware of the contents and recommendations of the Marsden 
Jacob Associates CBA? Is the reason for this apparent inconsistency that Council was not 
aware or could not be seen to be aware of the existence of the report?  

In summary, here we have a situation where the Pacific 6 DA is in the LEC with the State 
Government opposing the DA and it is unlikely the appeal will be upheld. Enter a certified 
CZMP which includes items for a TPS seawall at Wamberal. A long-awaited Marsden Jacob 
Associates report that recommends no seawall at Wamberal is suppressed and Council 
settle on the Pacific 6 LEC case using the TPS seawall as a bargaining tool. The following 
articles describe the absurdity of the situation: 

 

See article: Revetment wall at Wamberal approved 6 July 2018 

https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2018/06/06/council-forms-working-group-to-tackle-wamberal-erosion/?fbclid=IwAR1mRLZdzzJAhS3iEVNGa-rn7V2XYGuXHridYmuYIhNxYJqUKMUyjQvOBRM
https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2018/06/06/council-forms-working-group-to-tackle-wamberal-erosion/?fbclid=IwAR1mRLZdzzJAhS3iEVNGa-rn7V2XYGuXHridYmuYIhNxYJqUKMUyjQvOBRM
https://coastcommunitynews.com.au/central-coast/news/2018/07/revetment-wall-at-wamberal-approved/
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“As one NSW Government agency concludes that the building of a revetment wall to protect 
beachfront private property at Wamberal may not be viable, the state’s Land and 
Environment Court (LEC) has ruled in favour of the building of such a revetment.” 

See: Government report predicts a grim future for Wamberal Beach – 6 July 2018 

Related to this is the question of what Council offered in the negotiations to reach a 
settlement with the Pacific 6.  

• Did Council make the right offer, a fully informed offer, a legal offer?  

• Did Council offer the Pacific 6 a future seawall to settle the matter?  

• Would Council have made a different offer if they were provided access to the 
Marsden Jacob Associates report months before?  

• Who at Council or outside Council negotiated, influenced and made the offer?  

• Was the CZMP action (TW11) mischaracterised during the negotiations as being 
a Council decision for a seawall when in fact it was only a call for a review? 

 

Unsolved mystery 1: Disappearance of the Marsden Jacob 
Associates report 

The Marsden Jacob Associates CBA ‘disappeared’ for some years. In July 2023, Corinne 
Lamont made numerous attempts to obtain a copy of the Report. Mrs Lamont started her 
search with NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DPIE). According to DPIE the 
report didn’t exist. They could not find any record of the report. Mrs Lamont was able to 
provide DPIE proof (see Figure 1 below) that the report existed, and they suggested that she 
contact State Government Library Services, which she did on 9 August 2023. Mrs Lamont 
subsequently received the following response from DPIE: 

Email DPIE SEARCH FOR Marsden Jacob CBA – 9 August 2023 

 

Figure: Evidence of the existence of the Marsden Jacob Associates report 

https://coastcommunitynews.com.au/central-coast/news/2018/07/government-report-predicts-a-grim-future-for-wamberal-beach/
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Mrs Lamont subsequently made enquiries with the author of the Report and received the 
following response on 17 August 2023: 
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Mrs Lamont next wrote to the editor of Coast Community News after recalling they mention 
receiving the Marsden Jacob Associates Report in an article published on 6 July 2018 
“Government report predicts a grim future for Wamberal Beach” Coincidentally, July 2018 
was the month after the settlement of the Pacific 6 court case. As a result of Mrs Lamont’s 
inquiry, former Coast Community News journalist Merilyn Vale located the Report and 
published it on her Central Coast Council Watch Facebook page on 18 August 2023. 
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At the same time, Mrs Lamont thought she would try to locate the report through Adam 
Crouch MP’s office. Adam Crouch’s office sent Mrs Lamont a copy of the Report on 17 
August 2023 few days before Ms Vale posted it on Facebook. 

 

The response that Mrs Lamont received from Council in relation to her search for the Report 
is troubling. As with her attempt to locate the report through DPIE, Mrs Lamont first used the 
search tools available on the Council and DPIE Websites. What surprised Mrs Lamont is that 
both sites held reports and publications dating back to the last century, yet it did not have the 
six-year-old Marsden Jacob Associates report, however, Local Liberal State MP Adam 
Crouch and a local Facebook media source had copies. 

Pulling teeth – emails to Mr Fullagar regarding the Marsden Jacob report 

On 26 Jan 2019 Council resolved to commence the Wamberal TPS and Sand Nourishment 
preliminary investigations and concept designs. Why was this resolution made if the 
Marsden Jacob Associates Report was already the preliminary report on a seawall for 
Wamberal Beach?  Did Council have the Marsden Jacob Associates CBA 2017 at the time 
that this resolution was made? 
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Mrs Lamont wrote to  Section Manager Catchments to Coast, Central Coast 
Council and asked him for a copy of the Marsden Jacob CBA 27 July 2023 believing that 
Council would have a copy as a Gosford Council staff were involved in a steering committee 
with OEH at the time the report was commissioned by OEH. Mr Fullagar initially advised Mrs 
Lamont that Council did not have a copy and the report was never finalised. Mrs Lamont was 
subsequently able to prove to Mr  that the Marsden CBA did in fact exist, that up 
until July 2020 Councillors were still asking for the report: 

Council Minutes 20 July 2020 item 748/20 as follows:  

"That Council request that the NSW Government provide an update on the 
Wamberal beach management options: Cost benefit and distributional analysis 
Report finalised August 2017, including fast tracking the recommendations of that 
report.” 

Astonishingly, an article in The Guardian 28 July 2020 discusses the findings of the Marsden 
Jacob CBA including that the that a seawall would deliver no net benefit.  

How was The Guardian and other media outlets able to publish an article on the Marsden 
Jacobs Associates CBA while Council was still requesting the CBA to be released? 

See article: Wamberal beach erosion: seawall would deliver no net benefit, study finds 

Refer to Attachment 8 emails to and from  Central Coast Council. 

Reading the email attachments between Mr  and Mrs Lamont it is apparent that Mr 
does not know when Council received the Marsden Jacob CBA how was it 

obtained, why it was removed from Council’s website and under whose instructions, though 
there is no proof it was ever available to Council or on the Council website. Mrs Lamont has 
learnt from a source that Council and a local NSW Coastal Alliance member obtained the 
Marsden Jacob Report with a GIPA report from OEH. 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/27/nsw-coastal-councils-face-dilemma-over-land-erosion-and-who-should-pay-for-building-seawalls
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There appears to be a lot of subterfuge surrounding the Masden Jacob Associates CBA. 
Why and who prevented its release? Why didn’t Council act on the findings of the Report? 
Why would OEH spend a considerable amount of money commissioning a report that would 
be ignored, hidden, eventually missing without trace? Why was a LEC Court case settled 
with a Council using a seawall that the Marsden Jacob Associates report said provided no 
benefit and was the worst option? The Report should’ve killed the idea and any progression 
of a TPS seawall at Wamberal Beach, instead it was full steam ahead for Council, WPA and 
Adam Crouch MP who handed over a cheque to Council for $207,500 for beach 
nourishment and a revetment wall design work just over a year after the publication of the 
Marsden Jacob Associates report.  

The question as to why the recommendations and conclusions of the Marsden Jacob 
Associates report were ignored was raised in NSW Parliament by Abigail Boyd MLC, NSW 
Member for the Greens in a parliamentary speech “Coastal Erosion” 17 September 2020.  

Refer to Attachment 9 A Boyd MLC speech - Coastal Erosion - Legislative Council Hansard - 
17 September 2020.pdf 

Coincidentally Crouch Part 1? 

MP Adam Crouch started more publicly voicing his support and exerting pressure on Council 
to build a seawall at Wamberal Beach after the 2016 storms. A Central Coast Express 
Advocate article on 8 June 2016, quotes him saying: 

“Doing nothing was not an option,” and urged the Council to move quickly in applying 
for a slice of the $83.6 million the NSW Government has put on the table. “I strongly 
recommend the Council move on this and move on it quickly, Wamberal is a historic 
hot spot and would meet all the criteria for funding. Money is no excuse. We now 
have the ability to put in a remedy and we should be on the front foot with this. It only 
gets more expensive every year.” 

Mr Crouch would be aware that it only gets more expensive every year because planning 
decisions and court cases have not allowed a halt on development and planned retreat, and 
a TPS option has been foolishly chased instead of better options like dune stabilisation and 
beach nourishment. This statement was also made nearly a year before Council had even 
resolved to submit the CZMP for certification.    

The Pacific 6 DA reveals donations to the Liberal Party and assumed pro-wall lobbying is no 
secret. While pandering to the votes of about 60 beachfront property owners he continued to 
ignore over 3,500 Wamberal residents who want an equitable solution for the whole 
community and the beach and lagoon environments. 

Developments over several years since WPA lobbying to get the CZMP certified raise 
serious questions about the inappropriate influence and pressure Adam Crouch MP brought 
to bear on the CZMP and his campaign to redefine the CZMP TW11 as an action to build a 
seawall instead of a design and funding review.  
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Member for Terrigal, Adam Crouch, presenting a cheque to Phil Hudson of the Wamberal 
Protection Association with Clr Jilly Pilon 

Arguably, Mr Crouch MP remarketed the CZMP and said little to nothing about the Marsden 
Jacob Associates report. To this day, Council and some in NSW Parliament parrot Mr 
Crouch MP’s false assertion that the CZMP was a seawall decision. Mr Crouch appears to 
have forgotten, or more precisely, he later ignored the minutes of his Taskforce meeting. 
Was it a coincidence that: 

1. Council was pressured to complete the final CZMP, and have it certified by Minister 
Upton in 2017, throwing the Pacific 6 case out of State’s hands and, forcing Council 
to use the CZMP as a tool to settle the case against the Pacific 6, Mr Crouch’s 
constituents? Echoes of the Dunford case? 

2. Mr Crouch made ongoing public gestures of support for a seawall, as evidenced 
below, one moment telling the community that a seawall would be decided by 
experts, at other times touting the need to build a seawall: 
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On the day that Mr Crouch handed over this this cheque he appeared in a NBN TV news 
bulletin “WONDERWALL: CASH TO PLAN FOR WAMBERAL EROSION FIX” 19 Oct 2018 
and said that the seawall was going to be protecting the “Ocean View Rd and the 100’s of 
millions of dollars of infrastructure plus also the 100’s of homes on the other side of that road 
as well”. It didn’t stop there. Mr Crouch continued on 29 May 2020 with, “what I would say to 
Council is anything you can do to speed this process up because it’s got to protect not just 
the people of the beachfront but also Council’s own assets under Ocean View Drive, also 
those people on the lagoon, you don’t want homes to be the last line of defense when it 
comes to stopping sea erosion” 

 

WPA media release 23 Oct 2018 
 
The breakthrough of the dunes onto Ocean View Drive is one of Mr Crouch and the WPA 
beachfront homeowners biggest “go to” furphies. This lie has been the basis of findings in a 
subsequent 2021 Manly Hydraulics Laboratories CBA used to sell the proposed Wamberal 
Beach seawall. 
 

https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2018/10/19/wonderwall-cash-to-plan-for-wamberal-erosion-fix/?fbclid=IwAR1tGMSU0KMFIq8xYK-N4jVl7xVGdpGXcfzO9k-doLZxMsGTxRN8O7hYlMU
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Office of Environment and Heritage Wamberal Cost-Benefit Analysis and Distributional Analysis pg 16 

 

See Professor Andrew Short (USYD) 2023 interview regarding Wamberal Beach, refuting 
the pro-seawall campaign claim of “dune breakthrough”. 

Time 15:00 

Evidenced in the following article in June 2017, even as Council were awaiting the findings 
of Marsden Jacob CBA before making an informed decision about a possible permanent 
solution for Wamberal both Adam Crouch and Gabriel Upton, Minister for Local Government, 
Environment and Heritage were putting pressure on Council to apply for funding to build a 
wall with assumptions of a dune breakthrough.     

Refer to article: “Coastal crisis: $1 billion worth of Central Coast private and public assets in 
danger” 

Refer to article: Wamberal-residents-call-for-sea-wall-to-be-fast-tracked 

This was more of Adam Crouch and Liberal Party’s spin, misinformation and fear mongering, 
there was no proof of a dune breakthrough onto Ocean View Drive. The Marsden Jacob 
CBA report stated it was unlikely to happen and Coastal experts Prof Andrew Short has 
affirmed this. This misinformation continued to be used by Mr Crouch and the WPA without 
any evidence, to gain public support by misleading the public into believing the proposed 
Wamberal seawall was saving all of Wamberal and not just the often-vacant beachfront 
homes. How else could they get the community to back their need for a seawall, a short-term 
fix that would destroy the beach, increase flooding to the lagoons just to protect their 
uninsurable majority holiday homes. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1amCXwltCWwIudmgteW8ZkLoPwgSgsBZ_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1amCXwltCWwIudmgteW8ZkLoPwgSgsBZ_/view?usp=sharing
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/central-coast/coastal-crisis-1-billion-worth-of-central-coast-private-and-public-assets-in-danger/news-story/d12a6c124379ab3a8478d98cc38edb0b?fbclid=IwAR2kQq10MAM3o3DukCQaPY9K_EAhiabN2VnSR4B49N12F9KtVN5uF5wBZEs
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/central-coast/coastal-crisis-1-billion-worth-of-central-coast-private-and-public-assets-in-danger/news-story/d12a6c124379ab3a8478d98cc38edb0b?fbclid=IwAR2kQq10MAM3o3DukCQaPY9K_EAhiabN2VnSR4B49N12F9KtVN5uF5wBZEs
https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2020/05/29/wamberal-residents-call-for-sea-wall-to-be-fast-tracked/?fbclid=IwAR1sdL87_fI3JOWTqVsJlkzOTpB_i67VzaY6oMi3u88mVTeMKO-XjrWxPb4
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Mr Crouch never let up on the seawall and made the TPS seawall at Wamberal Beach his 
agenda and promise at the NSW State election in March 2019.  

 
  

 
With Mr Crouch’s cash splash Central Coast Council were able to engage Manly Hydraulics 

to start studies to satisfy TPS and sand nourishment actions in the CZMP. Ms Lamont was 

advised that the terms of engagement were decided with NSW DPE. The studies that they 

were engaged to complete were:     

• Literature Review: to take stock of what was known and identify any information 
gaps.  

Stage 1 - Literature Review 

  

• Coastal Protection Assessment: to determine sand movement, beach behaviour 

and impacts/opportunities around public access and amenity.  

Stage 2 - Coastal Protection Amenity Assessment 

  

• Concept Design Options: for a terminal protection structure (seawall) and sand 

nourishment, and potential seawall alignment.  

Stage 3 - Concept Designs 

  

• Sand Nourishment Investigation: to help maintain public beach amenity.  

Stage 4 - Sand Nourishment Investigation 

  

• Coastal Monitoring Webpage: to monitor beach conditions.  

Stage 5 - Coastal Monitoring Webpage 

  

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-07/mhl_stage_1_report_review_of_previous_studies_final.pdf
https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-07/mhl_stage_2_report_coastal_protection_assessment_final.pdf
https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-07/mhl_stage_3_report_seawall_concept_design_options_final.pdf
https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-07/mhl_stage_4_report_sand_nourishment_investigation_final.pdf
https://mhlfit.net/users/CentralCoast-WamberalBeach
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• Cost Benefit Analysis: to guide development of possible funding models.  

Stage 6 - Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Refer to Council Coastal Erosion Webpage. 

Why was another CBA being completed if there was already a CBA, the Marsden Jacob 

Associates CBA, completed 3 years earlier? Who gave these instructions? Mrs Lamont has 

tried without success to enquire from Council who was in control of MHL’s engagement, 

Council or the NSW State Government.    

Refer attached 8 Emails to  

Refer to article: Wamberal residents call for seawall to be fast tracked 

Mr Crouch was able to ramp up his efforts after a major storm event in mid July 2020 setting 

the stage for his proposed seawall, and soon after taking advantage of a Council under 

administration and a precedent set with the disastrous Collaroy seawall.  

 

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-07/mhl_stage_6_report_cost_benefit_analysis_final.pdf
https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/environment/coastlines/coastal-zone-management/coastal-erosion?fbclid=IwAR2KgbVP9HloKhSy-6m8DUgKLm4QCwrDogisGC4W6lz1yKdSADTwwfPHK2Y
https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2020/05/29/wamberal-residents-call-for-sea-wall-to-be-fast-tracked/?fbclid=IwAR1sdL87_fI3JOWTqVsJlkzOTpB_i67VzaY6oMi3u88mVTeMKO-XjrWxPb4
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In the end, the decision to resolve to build a TPS at Wamberal Beach was made by an NSW 
Government appointed Administrator and an NSW Government established Taskforce of 
which Mr Crouch was an active member.  

 Incidentally, Council 
staff consulting on the TPS were known to have encouraged local residents not to vote for 
Adam Crouch MP in the 2023 State Election if they wanted to stop the seawall.  

Coincidently Crouch Part 2 – The ‘what’ Taskforce? 

 
 

 In July 2020 Mr 
Crouch met with Gary Murphy from Council and Phil Watson Dept of Planning, which 
according to meeting minutes was basically the formation of the tellingly named Wamberal 
Seawall Advisory Taskforce. The name of Mr Crouch’s group left no doubt as to fact that the 
taskforce was singular in its push for a seawall at Wamberal. The taskforce was made up of: 

Independent Chair – Dr Phil Watson. Although Dr Watson is a DPIE employee, he 

will chair the Advisory Taskforce in an independent capacity in recognition of his 

significant expertise and international reputation in coastal management. He is not a 

DPIE representative on the Advisory Taskforce.  

Adam Crouch MP, Member for Terrigal and Parliamentary Secretary for the Central 

Coast • The General Manager, or their representative from Central Coast Council  

A representative from the Department of Planning and Environment (Environment, 

Energy and Science)  

A representative from the Department of Planning and Environment (Planning and 

Assessment)  

A representative from Department of Planning and Environment (Crown Lands) 

Additional technical experts from the Department of Planning and Environment and 

Council may attend in an observer capacity as required. 

Refer to the Attachment 10 Wamberal Seawall Advisory Taskforce Terms of Reference 
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There were no Councillors or community representatives on the taskforce. Community 
members complained to Gabriel Upton to have Mr Crouch removed from the Taskforce as 
his agenda was not for a long-term solution for Wamberal, but his election promise of a 
seawall. This fell on deaf ears. 

The Taskforce meeting minutes for 8 September 2020 reveal that: 

“On 7 July 2020, AC (Adam Crouch) arranged for a meeting with GM (Gary Murphy) 
and PW (Phil Watson) to discuss these issues and agreed to work closely and 
collaboratively to progress relevant matters before the current tranche of funding for 
actions in certified CZMPs finish at the end of 2021. In effect it was the informal 
beginnings of the Taskforce”.  

It is evident, reading the available Taskforce meeting minutes, that there was an urgency to 
progress a TPS for Wamberal as far as possible and as quickly as possible, initially before 
expiry of the CZMP, then before the state election and before Rik Hart, the appointed 
Administrator’s, term expired, that is, before the Central Coast community was able to vote 
for Central Coast Councillors. Adam Crouch MP even petitioned for a public enquiry into 
Council to ensure Councillors did not return after their suspension expired in April 2021, so 
he could easily, among other things, further his own agenda with the Wamberal TPS and the 
taskforce.  

Adam Crouch urged the disbandment of the Council-established Wamberal Protection 
Working Group, with the Seawall Taskforce taking over the Council-established group. As 
noted in the first Taskforce meeting August 2020, Adam Crouch “raised concerns regarding 
Council’s Project Working Group and its slow progress and suggested that it might be time 
to wrap that group up.” The group was established in November 2017 to work collaboratively 
on recommendations for managing beach erosion at Wamberal. Mr Crouch felt the Council 
group was holding things, the seawall, up.    

Mr Crouch was now able to complete his conversion of CZMP action TW11 from an action to 
review the design and funding of terminal protection structure (TPS) for Wamberal, to build 
a seawall. It is even mentioned in the taskforce minutes that the actions were never for 
Council to build a seawall. Without Councillors to represent them the only options being 
given to the local community was 5 different types of seawalls.  

Wamberal Seawall Advisory Taskforce Meeting Record (Meeting 10) 7 September 2021 
notes: 

“4.3. Update on procedures around approvals with view to progress a preferred 
option by year end following phase 2 community consultation: Scott Cox advised staff 
are working on a detailed project plan but still need clarification about who is 
responsible for any works. Noted consent authority will likely by(sic) [be] the Local 
Planning Panel or Regional Planning Panel. Approval process also depends on the 
option selected as each has different implications regarding land tenure (e.g., if a 
structure is built on Council land, Crown land, privately owned land, or a combination 
thereof). It was noted there are no actions in the certified Coastal Zone Management 
Plan (CZMP) regarding Council building a seawall.  

 

End of the coast’s representative Council 

As established, the building of a seawall was never a CZMP action and as noted earlier, the 
CZMP was only certified as a process, not approved as an action or obligated resolution. As 
stated on a Council Web page, Central Coast Council responding to the coastal erosion 
threat at Wamberal Beach:  
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“Sand nourishment coupled with a terminal seawall (Action: TW 15) is the preferred 
long-term solution for Wamberal Beach in the CZMP. However, the CZMP does not 
provide for the construction of a seawall.”  

The decision to build a TPS seawall along Wamberal Beach was made by Rik Hart, and not 
a democratically elected council.   

“ 

28 June 2022 Ordinary Council Meeting Minutes 

Time commenced: 7:18pm  

Moved: Rik Hart  

107/22 Resolved  

That Council:  

1. Confirms its position, as described in the certified Gosford Beaches Coastal Zone 
Management Plan (CZMP), for a coastal protection seawall with sand 
nourishment as the adopted solution to coastal erosion at Wamberal Beach. 

” 

In October 2022, Engineering Design Requirements were adopted by the Administrator.   

 

Refer to the Attachment 11 Wamberal Beach Terminal Protection Structure Engineering 
Design Requirements 

https://info.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/erosionsurvey#:~:text=Sand%20nourishment%20coupled%20with%20a,from%20a%20number%20of%20parties.
https://info.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/erosionsurvey#:~:text=Sand%20nourishment%20coupled%20with%20a,from%20a%20number%20of%20parties.
https://info.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/erosionsurvey#:~:text=Sand%20nourishment%20coupled%20with%20a,from%20a%20number%20of%20parties.
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Rik Hart took over as administrator from Dick Pearson on May 13, 2021, and David Farmer 
was appointed as CEO on 12 April 2021. David Farmer made a comment reported in the 
Coast Community News 5 May 2021 that, “In some ways it is easier working alongside just 
one person, as opposed to elected Councillors, as you don’t have to wonder how the 
numbers will fall”. The community should not have to accept an autocratically run Council, 
yet here is the new CEO alluding to the fact this is what the community could expect with Rik 
Hart’s appointment. 

The decision made by Rik Hart is not supported by the overwhelming majority of the Central 
Coast community. The resolution made by Rik Hart to build TPS at Wamberal needs to be 
reversed or repealed and revisited by elected Councillors. 

Council, with direction of the Seawall Taskforce, organised community consultations on a 
seawall-only ‘solution’ for Wamberal. The community did not want a seawall that would take 
away their beach. This is perhaps why the community response was considered lack lustre 
by the Taskforce. There wasn’t a choice on all available options to deal with Wamberal 
Beach, only seawalls. Council received a lot of pushback on the seawall options but Council 
persisted under administration with Adam Crouch MP at the Taskforce, driving the push. 

Central Coast Councillors’ suspension was supposed to end at the end of April 2021, they 
never returned because of a Public Enquiry which was petitioned for by Adam Crouch. The 
Central Coast community has not had a voice in Council since October 2020, and will not 
have one until September 2024. This has enabled decisions regarding a seawall to advance 
with Adam Crouch and the State Government’s interference preventing the Council from 
acting autonomously on the seawall issue with community support. Other than approximately 
50 or 60 beach property owners, many of whom do not live on the Central Coast, the Central 
Coast community has been ignored by Council on the Wamberal seawall issue. 
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Bankrupt and under administration, Council copies Collaroy 

The following minutes from the Wamberal Seawall Advisory Taskforce and articles with links 
provided, reveal how the very unpopular seawall was now going to become a reality with a 
precedent set in a newly approved Collaroy seawall.     

See: Wamberal Seawall Advisory Taskforce meeting 11, 14 October 2021 

“Phil Watson provided an update as Chair of the Taskforce. The following key points were 

noted:  

- A community group has made representations to members and are proposing to present 

an alternative option for consideration as part of a DA process. This is an exciting 

development as it presents an additional opportunity to progress implementation of 

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/meetings/wamberalseawalladvisorytaskforcemeetingrecord-14october2021.pdf
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protection works but suggest the Taskforce will need to understand more about the 

details concerning the proposal. Action: Phil Watson to organise a meeting between 

residents, Administrator and CEO to discuss the proposal in more detail.” 

See: Wamberal Seawall Advisory Taskforce meeting 11, 18 November 2021 

Phil Watson provided an update as Chair of the Taskforce. The following key points were 

noted and are particularly disturbing: 

“Council should be readying themselves and doing all the preparatory work 

necessary to guide a possible Landowner developed DA process, should that provide 

an alternate, expedited process by which to implement a solution to this long-

standing issue. Casey noted a project brief is being prepared for consultants 

regarding minimum engineering and planning requirements. Will also need to 

consider coastal management requirements in line with legislation.” 
See article: A Very Bad Precedent” Prof Andy Short says we’re about to destroy a famous 

beach to save houses. Is this a trend? 

The following excerpt from the article: The Writing’s On The Wall At Wamberal“ shows the 
striking similarities between the Collaroy Beach in the Northern Beaches Council area and 
Wamberal Beach in the Central Coast Council area in terms of the manipulation of decisions 
and governance gaps to secure a seawall for each: 

- Both Councils were bankrupt, in Administration at the time of seawall development push 
- Both Councils had been through amalgamations 
- Residents took the lead to submit seawall DAs with Council (in Administration) tagging 

along 
- Both Councils being dragged along by way of political and private owner media 

coverage. 
- A lack of wider community consultation, with the consultation in place at Wamberal being 

limited to solely considering different types of seawalls, no non-seawall options. 

Note the following article excerpt: 

“The State government has stepped in with the Seawall Taskforce because 
the local Central Coast Council is still under administration and crippled with 
debt after years of mismanagement. Council debt is currently sitting at $565 
million, and the idea of council slugging ratepayers another $40 million to 
protect multi-million-dollar private homes at Wamberal wouldn’t go down well.   

The Council is in no position to drive this process, but if the taskforce gets its 
way, Council will have a crucial role. This is where the “precedent” — Collaroy 
— kicks in.  

As it turns out, the idea of ratepayers forking out millions to save beachfront 
property is universally unpopular. Northern Beaches Council got around it by 
having the beachfront property owners agree to pay 80 per cent of the cost 
themselves. They then moved the proposed wall inside the private property 
boundaries and put the approvals through the council’s standard development 
application process. Essentially, they became private seawalls”. 

 

 

 

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/council/media-release/long-term-erosion-solution-options-wamberal-beach 

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/meetings/wamberalseawalladvisorytaskforceminutesmeeting1218november2021final.pdf
https://www.surfline.com/surf-news/a-very-bad-precedent/115106?fbclid=IwAR1TTOWD13ydLt2SToHidqlXzEuHUgypN2MztTskiD_0L4FtACTgzoO_35o
https://www.surfline.com/surf-news/a-very-bad-precedent/115106?fbclid=IwAR1TTOWD13ydLt2SToHidqlXzEuHUgypN2MztTskiD_0L4FtACTgzoO_35o
https://www.surfline.com/surf-news/writings-wall-wamberal/140418
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Without conveniently adopting a similar strategy as Collaroy it is unlikely a seawall 
could become a reality at Wamberal: 

 

Long-term erosion solution options for Wamberal Beach - 28 July 2021 

 

11 October 2022 adopted Engineering Design Requirements(EDR) Council resolution  

https://www.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/council/media-release/long-term-erosion-solution-options-wamberal-beach
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Seawall Mark II must be stopped 

There are many studies and articles that reveal that Wamberal has had a development 
problem, which has incorrectly been referred to as an erosion problem for a long time. In the 
absence of available sand nourishment sources, it was decided at the start of this century 
that the Wamberal Beach development problem would be fixed with a seawall. I will continue 
to refer to it as a development problem because that is what it clearly is. The adjacent Spoon 
Bay beach dune system has no erosion problem because it does not have a development 
problem. The anthropocentric “beach erosion” position has been knowingly used by pro-wall 
interests to misrepresent the problem, the real problem being their own land development, 
not beach erosion. Media, even the ABC, has consistently failed to accurately report the 
“development problem”, so media consumers are, knowingly or unknowingly marketed a 
flawed description of the problem itself, so there is less chance the community will be 
sufficiently knowledgeable to understand potential solutions. Note the anthropocentrism and 
flawed starting principles of the following Council diagnosis and analysis, italics added for 
emphasis: 

“To address the ongoing erosion threat, a seawall and sand nourishment protection solution 
was recommended in 1995 (WBM). This plan was designed in 1998 (WRL) and assessed 
through an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in 2003 (MHL). Council adopted the EIS 
protection plan in 2004, however funding could not be secured. For this reason, the 
approved long-term solution did not progress”. 

https://info.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/erosionsurvey 

Interestingly. Council staff, Adam Crouch MP and other MPs have led the community to 
believe that a seawall was the preferred solution to deal with development problem at 
Wamberal Beach, which it wasn’t. The layers of misinformation in that claim are 
breathtaking. First, there is a development problem at the beach, not an erosion problem. 
Secondly, Dr Alice Howe, Director of Environment and Planning, Central Coast Council 
recently conceded in a meeting with Corinne and Mark Lamont that a seawall was only 
Council’s adopted choice, not Council’s or the community’s preferred choice.     

The Wamberal Beach Property Protection Environmental Impact Statement Report MHL935 
June 2003 page 60, reveals that:   

“The studies into the beach nourishment proposal have been advanced so far as 
is practical at the present time. The nourishment option is believed to be 
technically feasible, and the preliminary economic analysis suggests that it 
favourably compares with the terminal protection structure as a long-term 
strategy. However, at the present time it cannot be considered a viable 
alternative, nor can it be ruled out. Resolution of the outstanding issues is likely to 
take several years. It is not possible to advance the nourishment option further at 
this time and the terminal protection structure will be considered as the preferred 
option for the remainder of this document. 

At the present time the only viable option for the protection of the existing 
development along the Terrigal/Wamberal foredune would appear to be through 
the construction of a terminal protection structure. However, this option also has 
a requirement for ongoing sand nourishment and as such is constrained by the 
lack of a secured, economical sand source” 

The following report provides insights into public sentiment at a meeting of 78 residents in 
2004 regarding how to deal with the development problem at Wamberal Beach. With climate 
change threats becoming more real to everyone, scientific evidence of the failure of seawalls 
and growing community knowledge and discomfort with the Council pro-seawall push, the 
results of a similar survey taken in 2023 would be quite different, yet neither Council or 
Adam Crouch’s Seawall Taskforce ever surveyed the wider community on the issue and 

https://info.centralcoast.nsw.gov.au/erosionsurvey
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options and instead they simply asked the community which one of five seawalls they 
wanted. The community rightly felt stitched up. 

By way of contrast, Wamberal Beach Save Our Sand conducted a letterbox drop to 1,000 
local Wamberal residents, inviting them to a surf club information over pizza event on 
Sunday 5 November 2023. 150 locals attended the event, that is 15% of those letter boxed. 
Attendees were singular in their opposition to the proposed seawall and seawalls in general. 
Council and Adam Crouch MP were pushing on with the pro-wall WPA regardless of the 
huge community outcry against seawalls. 

Gosford Council  
REPORT OF THE STRATEGY/POLICY WORKSHOP 
Held on 20 July 2004 
SF.018 PROTECTION OF WAMBERAL BEACH (IR 1228037) 

BUSINESS UNIT: NATURAL RESOURCES      

Community Consultation 
The EIS was placed on public exhibition on 4 November until 31 December 2003. 
On the evening of 1 December 2003, a Public Information Evening attended by 78 
community members was held at Terrigal Memorial Country Club. The three key 
options were presented to the community. A summary of this meeting and its 
outcomes are provided as an attachment to this report (see GCC 2004, tabled item 
7). Comments from those in attendance is summarised in the Table 2 (below). 
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Figure 5 comprised of a small sample size of 78 attendees at a public event and 41 written 
submissions on the choices presented.  
 
Refer attachment 12 Report of the Strategy/Policy Workshop Held on July 2004 
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The preferred option vs revetment walls vs vertical walls 
 

 

Please refer to Attachment 13 Wamberal Beach and Property Protection Environmental 
Impact Statement Report MHL935 June 2003 

As previously mentioned, Dr Alice Howe conceded at a meeting on 6 November 2023 that a 
TPS was the adopted choice by council and not a preferred choice. It was also conceded by 
Council’s Ben Fullagar at the same meeting that “if Council had access to one million cubic 
metres of sand there would be no need for a seawall”. Dr Howe then said she would not be 
holding her breath for the required sand for sand nourishment purposes to become 
available.  
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From a starting position of a 19th Century buried revetment wall, local State MP Adam 
Crouch and an unrepresentative Council in administration have quietly assisted the 
progression to make a 19th Century vertical seawall a reality at Wamberal Beach. Angus 
Gordon has publicly spoken on this issue, stating a vertical seawall would be illegal as it is 
odds with the continuous revetment wall that was certified in the CZMP. The following letter 
from Prof Bruce Thom explains the need for a buried revetment wall to fulfill the principles of 
Ecological Sustainable Development (ESD), which are required to be adhered to by all levels 
of government and written in the Coastal Management Act of 2016. 

  

 

Appendix 2 EIS  
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https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/policy-and-legislation/coastal-and-marine-
management/coastal-management 

Coastal Management Act 2016 No 20 

3   Objects of this Act 

The objects of this Act are to manage the coastal environment of New South Wales in a 
manner consistent with the principles of ecologically sustainable development for the social, 
cultural and economic well-being of the people of the State, and in particular— 

(a)  to protect and enhance natural coastal processes and coastal environmental values 
including natural character, scenic value, biological diversity and ecosystem integrity 
and resilience, and 

(b)  to support the social and cultural values of the coastal zone and maintain public 
access, amenity, use and safety, and 

(c)  to acknowledge Aboriginal peoples’ spiritual, social, customary and economic use of 
the coastal zone, and 

(d)  to recognise the coastal zone as a vital economic zone and to support sustainable 
coastal economies, and 

(e)  to facilitate ecologically sustainable development in the coastal zone and promote 
sustainable land use planning decision-making, and 

(f)  to mitigate current and future risks from coastal hazards, taking into account the 
effects of climate change, and 

(g)  to recognise that the local and regional scale effects of coastal processes, and the 
inherently ambulatory and dynamic nature of the shoreline, may result in the loss of 
coastal land to the sea (including estuaries and other arms of the sea), and to manage 
coastal use and development accordingly, and 

https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/policy-and-legislation/coastal-and-marine-management/coastal-management
https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/policy-and-legislation/coastal-and-marine-management/coastal-management
file:///C:/Users/cvoys/OneDrive/Documents/Wamberal%20Seawall/Wamberal%20Beach%20and%20Property%20Protection%20Environmental%20Impact%20Statement%20Report%20MHL935
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(h)  to promote integrated and co-ordinated coastal planning, management and 
reporting, and 

(i)  to encourage and promote plans and strategies to improve the resilience of coastal 
assets to the impacts of an uncertain climate future including impacts of extreme storm 
events, and 

(j)  to ensure co-ordination of the policies and activities of government and public 
authorities relating to the coastal zone and to facilitate the proper integration of their 
management activities, and 

(k)  to support public participation in coastal management and planning and greater 
public awareness, education and understanding of coastal processes and management 
actions, and 

(l)  to facilitate the identification of land in the coastal zone for acquisition by public or 
local authorities in order to promote the protection, enhancement, maintenance and 
restoration of the environment of the coastal zone, and 

(m)  to support the objects of the Marine Estate Management Act 2014. 

 

The adoption of a vertical seawall in Council’s EDR according to experts cause the most 
beach erosion: 

https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Tasmanian_Coastal_Works_Manual_Chapter_15_Shoreli
ne_Modification.pdf 

“15.1.7 Impacts of seawalls  

The construction of the seawall will most likely involve significant disturbance to the 
intertidal zone and may disturb toxic materials such as heavy metals or introduce 
sediments into the estuary or coastal waterway. Seawalls may increase erosion of 
the beach in front of the wall and accelerate erosion at the end of the wall. 
Subsequent beach replenishment or other beach protection measures are usually 
required. Vertical concrete walls cause the most serious erosion of beaches. 
When waves hit the wall, they are reflected back, and scour sand from the beach. As 
the beach becomes lower and flatter, the waves become larger, the scouring 
increases, and the beach is eventually lost. By this time, the wall itself may be 
undermined if not anchored adequately. Seawalls can disrupt the natural flow of sand 
across the beach.” 

Council did not have the funding for a whole of embayment TPS at Wamberal in 2004 and 
does not have the funding now. Additionally, such a public project would never get 
community support. The community is rightly against a structure that would destroy beach 
access and amenity, according to experts cause flooding to the lagoons that sit at either end 
of the proposed vertical seawall so that approximately 60 uninsurable, often unoccupied 
holiday rental properties and houses are protected in the short term.  

To overcome this roadblock as per the previous article, The Writing’s On The Wall At 

Wamberal”, a vertical seawall on private property was adopted. There is no way that 

homeowners who already felt like they were extending themselves by paying for the seawall 

on their land were going to opt for a revetment seawall which has a larger footprint, even 

though it is a better option for the beach. The well documented science behind damaging 

effects of seawalls has been completely ignored, the principals of ESD and the objects of the 

CMA will be breached, and a Council under administration is not only endorsing this but 

becoming a seawall development co-applicant walling vacant public land to protect about 10 

houses that are currently notably at risk. The phenomenon of seawall end effects pushing 

erosion problems away from what they are protecting will mean that the remaining houses 

https://legislation.nsw.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2014-072
https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Tasmanian_Coastal_Works_Manual_Chapter_15_Shoreline_Modification.pdf
https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Tasmanian_Coastal_Works_Manual_Chapter_15_Shoreline_Modification.pdf
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along the beach that don’t currently need protection will probably perish or require protection 

of a seawall in the future. They have been marketed to by landowners who have more at 

risk. In recent weeks, the WPA is known to have heavily promoted its seawall DA application 

to other beachfront residents who have less or no need for a seawall. The WPA has told 

reluctant residents the following in a bid to induce the residents onto the seawall DA: 

- If you don’t join the DA now, you won’t have protection from the sea 

- If you don’t join the DA now, it will cost you more to add a seawall later 

Some residents have said they were called four times in one day by WPA members in an 

effort to get a reluctant beachfront resident to sign onto the seawall.  

These are current bullying and intimidation behaviours, an unacceptable from of self-

interested marketing. The main reason the WPA want all the beachfront property owners, 

including reluctant ones, to join their seawall DA is because they know their DA will have a 

better chance of success if it is end to end, covering all lots. Reluctant beachfront residents 

have told Wamberal Beach SOS that the WPA made no mention of the Council Wamberal 

Seawall Engineering Design Requirement (EDR) section that promises financial 

compensation to beachfront residents who do not sign onto the seawall DA when and if the 

adjacent seawall causes end effects that damage the property and amenity of the non-

participating beachfront lots. For years, the WPA has marketed its seawall as something that 

will save Wamberal, but it is in the view of experts, entirely the reverse.  

Community fights back 

In 2020, locals formed and grew the Wamberal Save our Sand (SOS) community group to 
fight the proposed Wamberal Beach seawall. SOS is an inclusive community-based 
organisation that aims to protect Wamberal Beach and make it accessible.  

The group formed in part in response to Adam Crouch’s Seawall Taskforce moves which 
founding members of SOS could see di not represent the views or direction of most locals. 

SOS runs a Facebook page that informs the public about the proposed Wamberal seawall 
because Council consultation on the topic was inadequate. The group has approximately 
3,500 members, however, the suburb of Wamberal has over 6,000 citizens the majority of 
whom do not support any seawall at Wamberal. The feeling is similar in adjacent suburbs. 

SOS seeks an equitable solution for all concerned, including the beach itself, an important 
element of the community and for tourism. SOS activities include: 

- Holding public expert events to educate the community 

- Holding social events so that community members can ask questions, raise their 
concerns  

- Rallying protest events at the beach and at Council 

- Making submissions to Inquiries 

- Leading a successful e-petition effort at State Parliament 

- Meeting, influencing and corresponding with Council, State and Federal MPs and 
relevant State Ministers 

- Circulating relevant reports and studies, oftn through the popular Facebook page 

- Actively engaging local media to inform the community 

- Issuing Press Releases of relevance to the cause 
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- Assisting the formation of a separate sister entity, No Wamberal Beach Seawall Inc, an 
association that assists with fundraising for events, communications and legal strategy 
advice. 

An election to stop the seawall? 

On 25 March 2023 NSW held a state election.  The existing pro-wall Liberal State MP Adam 
Crouch was running against new Labor candidate Sam Boughton. One of the issues Sam 
Boughton ran on in his very organic campaign was the need to stop the proposed Wamberal 
seawall. 

Sam wanted to support the majority community members that do not want the proposed 
Wamberal seawall or anything like the Collaroy seawall at Wamberal Beach. SOS is aware 
that even Council staff consulting on the Wamberal seawall project were advising locals to 
vote for Sam if they wanted to stop the proposed Wamberal Beach seawall.  

https://www.facebook.com/SamBoughton4Terrigal/videos/168312289290557 

To the relief of many locals on election night, it looked like Sam had won the safe Liberal 
seat. Unfortunately, Adam Crouch MP retained his seat thanks to postal votes, but possibly 
experienced the biggest state swing against the former Liberal government in the state, 
partly because of his efforts to push the proposed Wamberal seawall. 

The local community hoped that with Labor winning the election they may take action to 
return an elected Council to the Coast, and with their voices finally being heard a resolution 
could be passed to stop the Wamberal seawall. Unfortunately, the new Labor government 
announced that Council elections would not take place until September 2024.  

Adam Crouch continues to interfere in the Wamberal seawall matter even though his 
taskforce was disbanded a month before his party lost the election. As recently as 10 May 
2023, even though the Wamberal Sewall Advisory Taskforce was disbanded in March 2023, 
Adam Crouch continued interfering in local government activities by asking the following 
questions in NSW parliament:  

“ 

EROSION MITIGATION WORKS AT WAMBERAL BEACH 

Crouch, Adam to the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces 

(1) Five blocks of land along Wamberal Beachfront are under the ownership of the State 
Government, will these blocks be included in the group DA to build continuous 
protection along the beachfront? 

(2) If these blocks are not included, is the Government liable for any damage to the 
adjoining blocks? 

(3) Will the Minister explain to the other landowners how it will be possible to build a 
continuous solution if the Government owned blocks are not included in the group 
DA?   

“ 

These questions are in line with Mr Crouch’s and the WPA’s bullying tactics to intimidate 
locals, forcing them to sign up for the TPS even if they don’t need protection. His questions 
are also based on misinformation, more on that below. In an ABC article 13 April 2023 Mr 
Crouch is quoted as saying: 

“Property owners who refused to pay to build and maintain their section of the wall 
could become liable for any damages caused to their neighbours' properties”.    

See: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-04-13/wamberal-seawall-plan-review-government-

erosion-solution/102211926 

https://www.facebook.com/SamBoughton4Terrigal/videos/168312289290557
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-04-13/wamberal-seawall-plan-review-government-erosion-solution/102211926
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-04-13/wamberal-seawall-plan-review-government-erosion-solution/102211926
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This statement and questions in parliament show Adam Crouch has no understanding of 
how seawalls and beach processes work, or worse, he understands the processes but 
misrepresents them for perceived or real interest, particularly as WPA members are part of 
his base. The State Government land blocks along the beach do not need protection. Why 
should they have a community-funded wall in front of them when they don’t need a wall? An 
unwalled property will not impact a walled property, however, science says that the walled 
properties will cause damage to adjacent unwalled properties. This was established in the 
Eggers v Gosford City Council case in the NSW Supreme Court. Has Mr Crouch warned the 
WPA homeowners that they will be liable for damage their seawalls cause to their unwalled 
neighbours’ properties? His questions in parliament are all back to front, they are projection. 
Eggers v Gosford Shire Council leaves no doubt that MP Crouch’s questions and statements 
are misinformed and treacherous. 

SOS is aware that at times, Adam Crouch’s constituents who are concerned about the 
proposed seawall were unable to object to Mr Crouch as his staff have advised constituents 
that wanted to see him that he only gave appointments on state issues, and he blocks 
people or hides dissenting comments on his official Facebook page. But Mr Couch made the 
Wamberal seawall a state issue, he ran an election promise to deliver the seawall, and it 
nearly tipped him out of office. 
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Taking the politics out of the picture - it’s time to move! 

The history of dealing with a development problem along Wamberal Beach in this 
submission reveals that it is extremely difficult for local councils to establish and implement 
best practice development and climate change adaption policies in uncertain political 
environments where influence, ideological loyalty to a self-interested base and vote-winning 
is more important. 

The following article from the Fifth Estate relates this situation of the uncertainty of 
implementing climate change policy by a local pre amalgamation Central Coast Council after 
a change of state government.  

See article: NSW coastal planning in storm of confusion 

20 September 2012 

“Special Minister of State Chris Hartcher said early last week that the NSW 
government would drop “Labor’s onerous” and “heavy-handed” statewide sea level 
rise planning benchmarks” of 40 cm by 2050 and 90 cm by 2100. 

The government also wants to remove the compulsory notices on section 149 
certificates warning buyers that the property they are about to buy could flood. That 
policy has now been removed which indicates that councils now don’t have anything 
[in terms of planning] vaguely supported by the government at this stage.” 

Pressures 

In White’s view, pressure from property owners has convinced the state government 
to back away from the “tough decisions” on managed retreat decided by the former 
government. 

It was understandable, he said, but the “the only sustainable decision is planned 
retreat because councils cannot afford to build protection for ever and a day. 

White said he has spoken to the minister but says, “they’re playing politics and 
they’re trying to win votes – that’s pretty basic”. 

The following are examples where the previous Liberal Government’s Environment Minister 
has back flipped on policy due to individual and lobby group voter pressure. 

 

https://thefifthestate.com.au/articles/nsw-coastal-planning-in-storm-of-confusion/
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Next is an email from  dates 19 January 2019 to Minister for the Environment 
with objections to new Coastal Management Legislation, namely planned retreat. Incidentally 
at the same time the Marcheses’ were involved in a prolonged LEC court case to build a 
seawall to protect 6 Properties (The Pacific 6). The objection is really about a possible drop 
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in property values as a result of sensible planned retreat policies to adapt to climate change 
risks in hazardous areas. Even Councils enjoying the higher rates they can charge on 
premium beachfront land are willing to protect those properties rather than doing what is 
inevitable and planning a retreat. Those properties with seawalls will eventually be worthless 
and a loss to everyone, who will take the blame? Why not take a pre-emptive stance, a new 
premium market can be established in less hazardous and more resilient areas. The 
required and inevitable long term adaption policies are only hindered by providing short term 
security like seawalls.     

 
The need to stop looking at short term and start on long term actions now, is covered well in 
the following “The Conversation” article:   

Far-sighted adaption to rising seas is blocked by just fixing eroded beaches 

https://theconversation.com/far-sighted-adaptation-to-rising-seas-is-blocked-by-just-fixing-eroded-beaches-96503
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15 May 2005. 

“We have studied this problem by combining insights from our work 
in economics, coastal geomorphology and engineering. As we have explained 
elsewhere, short-term actions to adapt to coastal flooding can actually increase risks 
to lives and property. By raising the value of coastal properties, these steps 
encourage people to stay in place and delay decisions about more drastic solutions, 
such as moving inland”. 

Playing politics also happens at a local government level where Councillors may not endorse 
Council planning policies or decisions to help a constituent’s DA. It’s astounding that people 
will use their rights and the law to live and build where they want to but at the same time use 
the law and their rights to get protection for what they shouldn’t be doing, like building on a 
sand dune. A good example of this is covered in the previous Dunford v Gosford City 
Council, and Marchese v Central Coast Council. This state of personal entitlement is 
covered in Tayanah O’Donnell’s article: 

“Building seawalls is a small bandaid on a gaping wound”  

5 October 2018 

“Another interesting result of my research was seeing how residents rely on law and 
popular ideas associated with private property to advance individual property rights 
(such as exclusivity and freedom to redevelop). At the same time many look to the 
state for help when their own property is threatened by climate variability. 

Many respondents said they wanted intervention to protect their own properties from 
climate change impacts. However, they favoured no intervention for broader property 
protections. This was especially so where these interventions were because of 
“climate change”, or where these interventions would reduce property values or 
public amenity. Others thought we shouldn’t be paying to protect someone who has 
chosen to live in a high-risk location”. 

As mentioned in my introduction, it is also apparent that being reactive when faced with a 
dire or disastrous situation leads to badly considered and wrong decisions. This has been 
the case with Wamberal, where the seawall push gains traction whenever we are faced with 
the damage of a severe storm. The reaction to the sensationalism evoked by the storm-
chasing media has assisted the seawall political agenda, pushing the Wamberal beach 
overdevelopment problem onto the beach itself and onto adjacent lagoons, no one in the pro 
seawall set prepared to acknowledge the impacts seawalls have on the natural sand budget, 
Council not really knowing what the budget or source for sand nourishment is, with or 
without a seawall. 

My submission has used material and discussed issues dating back 50 years, the actions 
that needed to be taken were quite clear a long time ago and we are already too late, there 
is no more time to waste. There are already areas around Australia who are already 
successfully planning for climate change and sea level rise and Lake Macquarie Council is a 
great example: 

https://www.coastalstudiesinstitute.org/about/faculty-and-staff/andy-keeler/
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-68086-6_12
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=sWGqncEAAAAJ&hl=en
https://doi.org/10.1002/2018EF000828
https://doi.org/10.1002/2018EF000828
https://theconversation.com/building-sea-walls-is-a-small-bandaid-on-a-gaping-wound-104134
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https://www.lakemac.com.au/Projects/Adaptation-and-city-resilience-initiatives 

 

 

 

Refer to attachment 14 Lake Macquarie LAP 

There are also other coastal management options that satisfy the ESD principals and CMA 
objects that could be more readily investigated and used with a co-ordinated participation 
from all levels of government. Refer to Beach Nourishment Scheme or NABE    

Consistent and unified decisions on equitable and sustainable climate change adaption 
policy can only be made when state government MPs, departments and Councils operate 
openly, without pro-seawall interference. There has to be assistance and rewards for 
adherence from all levels of government. What we need now is a perpetual apolitical, 
independent body to achieve sustainable coastal management. Local groups such as SOS 
should not have to spend so much time and community resources, educating and 
representing the local community. That should be the function of healthy, open local and 
state governments. 

I and other community representatives at Wamberal Beach SOS are available to speak with 
Inquiry members and provide additional input. 

We maintain contact with all relevant state, federal and local government stakeholders and 
with the local community, including Wamberal beachfront property owners who do not want a 
seawall and are feeling WPA pressure to jump to a seawall. 

      

Corinne Lamont 

  

 

 

Wamberal Beach SOS organiser and President at No Wamberal Bech Seawall Incorporated 

file:///C:/Users/cvoys/OneDrive/Documents/Wamberal%20Seawall/UNDERBELLY%20ATTACHMENTS/Gary%20Blumberg%20Full%20Paper-%20Wooli%20Beach.pdf
https://www.coastalconference.com/2015/papers2015/Angus%20Gordon%20Full%20Paper.pdf



